Cyber
Solutions

We provide a fully tailored and
comprehensive solution in the
ever-evolving world that is Cyber Insurance.
It’s important to remember that SMEs need
cyber protection just as large
businesses do..

INTRODUCTION
We understand that Cyber is often seen as
an unknown quantity and we can help our broker
partners fully understand the threats faced by their clients
and help bespoke a product to best suit the needs of their
individual businesses.

Cyber
Solutions

Being a Lloyd’s broker we have the possibility to deliver tailored cyber
solutions from the smallest to the highest levels of capacity that would not be
easily placed elsewhere.
Data breaches aren’t just a big business problem; small and medium-sized businesses with
fewer data security resources could be at risk from cyberattack, ransomware attacks, phishing,
or data breach by hackers, viruses, or errant employees.

WHO IS THIS FOR?
- Professional Service Firms including Accountants,
Architects & Engineers, Attorneys, Business Process
Outsourcing, Consultants, Real Estate, Insurance brokers
- Tech companies
- Construction companies
- Media
- Education
- Healthcare providers & Vendors
- Public entities
- Retail & Hospitality
- Utilities
- Manufacturing & Wholesale
- SME business through to multinational

COVER INCLUDES
- Primary 1st party and 3rd party coverage
- Stand-alone excess layer policies
- We can obtain “introductory” cyber policy products
- Offer fully bespoke products, can also include crisis
management services
- Critical breach response services
- Business Interruption and damage to digital assets
- Reputational damage
- Social engineering crime
- Wide cover including Any One Claim limit for certain
trades
- Worldwide cover available

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH US
- Access to leading Cyber market
- Your clients needs are put first
- Our forward-thinking, experienced team can assist in
arranging broad coverage at competitive prices while
the wordings are tailored to your clients’ needs and
requirements
- Quick turnaround of all quotes
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